ABSTRACT. We show when two countable first-order languages have isomorphic cylindric algebras.
Introduction. The cylindric algebra of a language is the co-dimensional cylindric algebra of formulas of the language modulo logical equivalence. We classify first-order languages according to the isomorphism types of their cylindric algebras. For two languages involving only predicate symbols, their cylindric algebras are isomorphic iff for every nEu, both languages have the same number of predicate symbols with at least n places. This solves the classification problem for free co-dimensional locally-finite cylindric algebras [4, Problem 2.8, p. 463] since these algebras are exactly the cylindric algebras of languages involving only predicate symbols.
For any first-order theory, the topological space of its models with ECA classes (classes which consist of all models of some theory) as closed sets is a natural dual for the Lindenbaum-Tarski algebra of the theory. By enriching the class of models to the concrete category of models and isomorphisms and replacing the topology with the ultraproduct operations, we obtain a natural model-theoretic dual for the cylindric algebra of formulas of the theory. This duality is used in demonstrating that various properties of languages are invariant under cylindric isomorphism.
The basic tool used in isomorphism construction is a decomposition version of the Cantor back-and-forth construction [7] .
Notation. All languages, theories and sets of symbols will be countable. All theories will be first-order theories with equality. "Symbol" will mean nonlogical symbol. The type of an «-ary predicate symbol is n; that of an w-ary operation symbol is n + fa. Propositional letters are regarded as 0-ary predicate symbols and constants as 0-ary operation symbols. Let lAu = {XA, IVi, 2lA, . . .}. The {full) type sequence of a language is the sequence <a0, aVl, a x, ax Vl,. . . > where a¡ is the number (possibly co) of symbols of the language of type i. The reduced type sequence is the sequence (b0, bx/i, bx, bx I/2, . . . > where b¡ is co if there are infinitely many symbols of type > i and, if not, the number of symbols of type i. The uriboundedness of the language is the largest i, if any, such that b¡ = to; it is undefined if no b¡ is co and co if every b¡ is to.
We shall occasionally wish to consider symbols other than equality as quasilogical built-in symbols. Let S be a fixed set of such symbols, let S be a set of axioms on S and let s = (S, 2>. For any set R of symbols, let LS(R) he the language whose set of symbols is S U R and let Ths(R) he the theory whose language is LS(R) and whose axioms are 2. We write F(R) and Th(R) for LS(R) and Ths(R) when s -(0, 0>. Suppose F is a theory whose set of symbols includes S. If R ' is a subset of F's set of symbols, let F| R' be the restriction of T to the sentences of LS(R'). If a is a sentence of F's language, let To be the theory obtained by adding a to the axioms of T. Let cyls(T) be the cyUndric algebra of formula's of F's language modulo equivalence with respect to T plus constants as for S E S where as is Sxx ... xn if S is an «-ary predicate symbol and Sxx " ' x" = xn + j if S is an n-ary operation symbol. Let =s he the relation on theories such that T=ST' iff cyls(T) ss cyl/F'). We write s for a¡4 when s = (0) 0>. If F s T', T and T' ate cylindrically isomorphic. Being cyÜndricaUy isomorphic is equivalent to being bilateraUy interpretable [6] , being synonymous [1] or, if there are no constant or operation symbols, being related [8] .
Cylindric duality. In this section and the next, the S and 2 of the previous section wiU be empty. Let Cyl be the category consisting of the algebras cyl(F), T a theory, and cylindric homomorphisms. Given a theory T, an ultraproduct operation on the class of its models is one which, for some index set / and ultrafilter D, sends an Z-indexed family (21,-: i G I) of models of T to the ultraproduct nD2I;. Let mod-ult(F) be the concrete category of models of F and isomorphisms operated on by the ultraproduct operations. Let Mod-Ult be the category whose objects are the categories mod-ult(F), T a theory, and whose morphisms are functors «: mod-ult(F) -* mod-ult (T1) such that « o (the forgetful functor) = the identity and « commutes with aU ultraproduct operations.
Theorem 1 (Duality theorem). 77ze categories Cyl and Mod-Ult are dual.
Proof. For any theory T, let cyl(F)* = mod-ult(F). Let Fand T' he theories and suppose for convenience that their symbols are the binary predicates R and S respectively. For any /: cyl(F') -> cyl(F), let /*: mod-ult(F) ->■ mod-ult(F') be the unique concrete functor such that for any model 21 = {X, Z?a > of T, f*((X, Rü)) = {X, (¿>a> where <p(jr, v) = f(Sxy) and ^ is the interpretation of y in 21. The structure {X, ip8*) is a model of T' since if T' |= a then, since /is a cyUndric homomorphism, T \= f(o) and hence (X, Z?**> \= f(o) and hence, since f(o) is the result of replacing S with i¿> in a, (X, i/*a> |= o. Clearly,/* preserves ultraproducts.
Easily, if i is an identity map of Cyl, then i * is an identity map of ModUlt and if / and g are maps of Cyl, then (/ o g)* = g* o f*. Hence ( )* is a contravariant functor from Cyl to Mod-Ult.
For any theory riet mod-ult(T')* = cyl(T'). Again suppose Tand T' are theories whose symbols are the binary predicates R and S respectively. Let h: mod-ult(r) -> mod-ult(r') be a functor in Mod-Ult. Then the map Uh defined by t/ft(2I) = (X, R®, Sft(a) > for 21 = (X, R a> commutes with the ultraproduct operations and preserves isomorphisms. Hence by Kochen [6, Theorem 12 .1] and Shelah [9] (the latter shows that the ultralimit condition of the former may be omitted) there is a formula ip(x, y) involving only R such that for any 21 = {X, Rn >, <¿>a = SH^. Clearly this ip(x, y) is unique modulo equivalence with repsect to T. Let /: cyl(L({S})) -► cyl(r) be the unique homomorphism such that f{Sxy) = ip(x, y) and let p: cyl(Z,({S})) -> cyi(T') be the homomorphism such that p(Sxy) = Sxy. For any sentence a of L({S}), if T' \= o and 21 n T then h(n) 1= T' and so /z(2I) 1= o and so 21 \=f(o). Hence T' \= o implies T t= f(o) and so /factors through p and, since p is onto, the factorization is unique. Let h* he the unique homomorphism such that /= h* o p. Easily, for any identity map i of Mod-Ult, i * is an identity map of Cyl and for any h and g, (h o g)* =g*oh*. Finally it is clear that cyl(T)** = cyl(T) and mod-ult(7:)** = mod-ult(r). It is also straightforward to verify that for any map h in Mod-Ult, h** = h. For any map/in Cyl,/** =/follows from the uniqueness modulo equivalence with respect to T of the y(x, y) in the definition above.
Corollary
2. For any theories Tand 7", if cy\(T) = cyl(r'), then (1) the number of models of T with a given universe equals the number of models of T' with that universe, (2) the number of nonisomorphic models of T of a given cardinality equals the number of nonisomorphic models of T' ofthat cardinality, and (3) every automorphism group of a model of T is also (identical with not just isomorphic to) an automorphism group of a model of T' and vice versa.
Our model-theoretic dual should be compared to the sheaf-theoretic duals of S. D. Comer [2] which are part model-theoretic (the base space is the topological space of models) and part algebraic (the stalks are cylindric algebras).
Invariants. An invariant of a language is a property of or a function on languages such that languages with isomorphic cylindric algebras are the same with respect to the property or are assigned the same value by the function.
Although the full type sequence is not an invariant, we have Proof. Any structure of a language with a constant has a point which is left fixed by aU automorphsims. Any language without a constant has a structure with no such fixed point. Hence no language with a constant is cyUndricaUy isomorphic to one without a constant.
Lemma 5. The number of predicate symbols is an invariant.
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Proof.
The number of isomorphism types of one element structures of a language with m predicate symbols is 2m and, by Corollary 2, this number is an invariant.
Lemma 6. The number of unary predicate symbols is an invariant for the class of languages whose symbols are of type 0, 1 or VÁ.
Suppose L and L' are languages all of whose symbols are of type 0, 1 or VA; suppose L has k unary predicate symbols, k Eu U {co}; and suppose L' has k' unary predicate symbols, k' < k. By interpreting the function symbols to be the identity and by choosing appropriate interpretations for the unary predicates, we can construct an Z,-structure with an infinite universe X which can be partitioned into 2k infinite orbits such that the restriction of the automorphism group of the structure to an orbit is the full symmetric group of that orbit. In any L '-structure over X with the same automorphism group all the function symbols must be interpreted as identities since if f(x) ixwe can find an automorphism which moves f(x) but not x, an impossibility. But any such ¿'-structure can be partitioned into at most 2k orbits. Hence k' < k is impossible.
Isomorphism construction. Given an index set S, let C be the category of countable co-dimensional locally-finite cylindric algebras with an S-indexed list of constants and homomorphisms which preserve the constants. The minimal subalgebra of an algebra in C is the subalgebra generated by the constants. Let ©: C x C -► C be the cartesian product functor and let ® : C x C -> C be the tensor product functor. For objects 21 and 8 of C, 21 ® 8 is the categorical direct sum of 21 and 8 in C. If there are no additional constants, 21 ® 8 is the free product of the cylindric algebras 21 and 8. If there are additional constants and 21 and 8 have the same minimal algebra E, 21 ® 8 is the free product of 21 and S amalgamated over £ with constants interpreted as in £. Let 4> be the class of all polynomials in 0 and 9 with coefficients in C. This is the smallest class of functors closed under composition and containing ®, ©, the identity and projection functors, and all zero-ary functors whose unique value is in C.
If ® is the minimal subalgebra of 21, 3 -► 21 will always be the canonical injection. If maps 21 j -* Sj, . . . , 2I" -* 8" have been given, ip(2I1,. . . , 2I") -* *(8i, • • • , 8") will always be the map <pi%x -> 8j, . . . , 2I" -► B").
A symmetric binary relation Q on the algebras of C is ^-decomposable iff for any algebras 21 and 8 of C, (D1)2IQ 8 implies 21 and 8 have isomorphic minimal subalgebras and (D2)2IQ8 and (S -► 21 a monomorphism from a finitely generated algebra of C implies there is a functor y(Xx,... Proof. This lemma is a special case of Theorems 2 and 3 of [7] . Let S be the set of quasi-logical symbols. For any «-place predicate symbol R, let "Z? is trivial" be the sentence (S/xx • • • xn)( ~]Rxx • • • xn) and let "Z? is nontrivial" be its negation. For any «-place operation symbol R, « > 1, let "R is trivial" be (\/xx * • • xn) (Rxx • • • xn = xx). If R is a constant symbol and a is a given constant of S, let "R is trivial" be (R = a). In any case, for any theory T whose symbols include R and those of S, R is definable from S in F ("R is trivial").
The pecuUar form of the next theorem is motivated by subsequent applications. Note that for any theory whose set of symbols includes S,T\0 = T\S. (C4). R and R' have no constants if S has none. (C5). If R is an n-ary predicate (operation) symbol of R such that no symbol of the same type occurs in R', then there are symbols Rx, . . . , Rm of R of types which do occur in R' and a sentence denoted by "Rx, . . . , Rm codes an n-ary relation (operation)" in LS({RX,. . . , Rm}) such that T\ {R} =s T\{RX,. . . ,Rm} ("Z?j, . . . ,Rm codes an n-ary relation (operation)").
Then for any T and T', TQT' implies T % T'.
Proof. Let S, 2, s, and Q be as hypothesized. Let C be the category whose objects are countable co-dimensional locaUy-finite cyUndric algebras with an S-indexed Ust of constants and whose maps are homomorphisms. Note that if Rx and R2 are sets of symbols such that Rx (1 R2 E S, then cyls(Ths(Rx U R2)) s cyls(FAi(R1)) ® cyli(F«J(R2)). If Fis a theory set of symbols includes S and if ox and o2 are sentences of F's language such that ox = ~l o2, then cyls(F) = cyl^Fa^ecyl^F^).
Let Q also denote the symmetric relation on algebras of C defined by 21Q 8
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Condition (Dl) is satisfied since the minimal subalgebras of related algebras cyls(7;) and cyls(T') are cyls(T\0) and cyl/r '10) respectively which, by (Cl), are the same.
To verify (D2), suppose 21Q 8 and £-► 21 is a monomorphism from a finitely generated algebra. Then there are theories T and T' such that 21 = cyls(T), 8= cyl^r'), and TQT'. By the hypotheses concerning Q, there are sets of symbols R and R' such that T = Ths(R) and T' = Ths(R'). Since £ is finitely generated, there is a finite set F E R such that S -► 21 factors through the injection cyL/riF) -* cy\s(T) = 21. Case (ii). Suppose F = {R} for some rc-ary predicate (operation) symbol R ER whose type does not occur in R'. By (C5), there are symbols Rx, . . . , Rm in R and symbols R\,. . ., R'm in R' of corresponding type and a sentence "Z?j, . . . , Rm codes an n-ary relation (operation)" such that T\{R} =s T\ {R j, . . . , Rm } ("Z? j, . . . , Rm codes an n-ary relation (operation)") via some isomorphism n. Let "Z? 1, . . . , Rm codes a trivial relation (operation)" be the value n assigns to "R is trivial". Let ox = "Z? is nontrivial", o2 = "R is trivial" A "Rx,.. ., Rm does not code any n-ary relation (operation)", and o3 = "R is trivial" A "R1, . . . ,Rm codes an n-ary relation (operation)" and let o'x = 'jRj, . . . , R'm codes an n-ary relation (operation)" A "R'x, . . . , R'm does not code a trivial relation (operation)", o2 = "R'x.R'm does not code an «-ary relation (operation)", and o'3 = "R'x, . . . , R'm codes a trivial relation (operation)". Then ox,o2, and a3 are pairwise inconsistent and mutually exhaustive as are o\, a;,ando3. Also T\ {R}{ox)*s r'l{Z?;,... ,R'm}{o'x);T\{R,Rx.Rm}{o2) 
Hence Q is ^-decomposable and by the preceding lemma TQT ' implies T~sr.
Basic isomorphisms.
Lemma 9. For any sets R and R' of symbols with no constants, if there are arbitrarily large integers such that both R and R' have predicate symbols of that type or if R and R' have the same unboundedness, the unboundedness is an integer, and no symbols of R or R' have type larger than the unboundedness; then Th(R) s Th(R').
Proof. Let Q be the relation such that TQT' iff T = Th(R) and T' = Th(R') for some R and R' satisfying the hypotheses of the lemma. Suppose T = Th(R) and T' = Th(R') and TQT'. Then conditions (C1)-(C4) of the Construction theorem hold. To show (C5), suppose R E R is a symbol of a type which does not occur in R'. Then the hypotheses imply there is a predicate symbol Z?0 E R of a type m which is larger than that of R and which does occur in R'.
Case (i). R is an n-ary predicate symbol. Let "Z?0 codes an n-ary relation" be the sentence Then T\{R} = T\ {R0} ("R0 codes an n-ary relation"). Case (ii). R is an n-ary operation symbol. Let "R0 codes an n-ary operation" be the sentence
Then T\{R} = T\ {R0 } ("Z?0 codes an n-ary operation"). Let 3 > 2 he the sentence (3 xy) (x ^ y) and let "Z? is irreflexive" be {Vx){~\Rx •" x).
Lemma 10. For any sets R and R' of symbols with no constants, if there are arbitrarily large half integers such that R and R' have operation symbols ofthat type or if R and R' have the same unboundedness, the unboundedness is a half integer >2Ví, and no symbols of R and R' have type larger than the unboundedness, then Th(R) (3 > 2) == Tn(R') (3 > 2).
Proof. Let s = <0, {3 > 2}). Let Q be the relation such that TQT' iff T = Ths(R) and t = Ths(R') for some R and R' satisfying the hypotheses of the lemma. Suppose T= Ths(R) and T' = Ths(R') and TQT'. Then conditions (C1)-(C4) of the Construction theorem hold. To show (C5) suppose R E R is a symbol of a type which does not occur in R'. Then the hypotheses imply there are operation symbols R0 and Rx in R of types m + 1A,m> 2, and k + rA, k > 2, which are larger than that of R and which do occur in R'.
Case (i). R is an n-ary operation symbol. Let "Z?0 codes an n-ary operation" be the sentence (V*i ' * ' xn) (Vx" + i ' " * xmxn + l ' ' • xm) (Rxx '"Xnxn+X ~>xm=Rxx '"Xnx'n+X '"x'm).
Then T\ {R} = T\ {R0} ("Z?0 codes an n-ary operation"). Case (ii). R is an n-ary predicate symbol, n > 1. Let "R0 codes an irreflexive n-ary relation" be "R0 codes an n-ary operation" A
and let "Rx codes a unary relation" be
Then for any unary predicate symbol U£R,T\ {R} sí T\ {R} ("Z? is irreflexive") "®"(r|(R ~ {R}) U {U }) s T\ {R0,RX} ("R0 codes an irreflexive nary relation" A "Rx codes a unary relation").
Case (iii). R is a 0-ary predicate. Let "R0 codes a 0-ary relation" be (V*i -* * xm(Rxx •■'xm= xx)) V (VJfi * ' * xm(Rxx • • • xm = x2)). Then 71 {R} Si r| {R0} ("Z?0 codes a 0-ary predicate").
Lemma 11. For any sets of symbols R and R' with at least one constant and infinitely many symbols of type > 1, if R and R' have exactly the same number of symbols of each type other than lA, then Th(R) ss Th(R').
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that R and R' contain a common constant a. Let s = < {a}, 0 >. Let Q be the relation such that TQ T' iff T = Ths(R) and T = Ths(R') for some R and R' satisfying the hypotheses of the lemma and the assumption above. Suppose T = Ths(R) and T' -Ths(R') and TQT'. Then conditions (C1)-(C4) of the Construction theorem hold. To show (C5) suppose R E R is a symbol of a type which does not occur in R'. Then the hypotheses imply R is some constant b and there is a predicate or operation symbol R0 of R of a type m or m + y¿, m > 1, which also occurs in R'.
If R0 is a predicate symbol, let "R0 codes a constant" be (3 y) (V*i * • • xm) (Rxx " • xm <=^>xx =y). If R0 is an operation symbol, let "Z?0 codes a constant" be (3 y) (\/xx • • • xm) (Rxx .■■xm^y).
Then T\ {b} =s T\ {RQ} ("R0 codes a constant").
Lemma 12. For any set of symbols R and R' with at least one constant and infinitely many symbols of type > 1, if R and R' have exactly the same number of symbols of each type other than 0 then Th(R) (3 > 2) = Th(R') (3 > 2).
Proof. We may assume that R and R' contain a common constant a. Let s = < {a}, {3 > 2}). Let Q be the relation such that TQT' iff T= Ths(R) and T' = Ths(R') fot some R and R' satisfying the hypotheses of the lemma and the assumption above. Suppose T = Ths(R) and T' = Ths(R') and FQF'. Then conditions (C1)-(C4) of the Construction theorem hold. To show (C5) suppose R E R is a symbol of a type which does not occur in R'. Then the hypotheses imply R is some 0-ary predicate F and there is a predicate or operation symbol R0 of R of a type m or m + Yt, m > 1, which also occurs in R'.
If R0 is a predicate symbol, let "Z?0 codes a 0-ary predicate" be (
. lfRQ is an operation symbol, let "Z?0 codes a 0-ary predicate" be (\/xx " ' Xm (R0xx • • • xm =xx)) V (V*i • ' * xm(R0xx '•■xm= a)). Then T\ {P} =s T\ {R0} ("R0 codes a 0-ary predicate").
Lemma 13. For any sets of symbols R and R' with at least one constant, infinitely many symbols of type > 1, and infinitely many of type 0, // R and R' have exactly the same number of symbols of each type other than 1, then Th(R) (3 > 2) s F«(R') (3 > 2).
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that R and R' contain a common constant a. Let s = < {a}, {3 > 2}>. Let Q be the relation such that FQF' iff F = Ths(R) and Y = Ths(R') for some R and R' satisfying the hypotheses of the lemma and the assumption above. Suppose F = Ths(R) and T' = Ths(R') and FQF'. Then conditions (C1)-(C4) of the Construction theorem hold. To show (C5) suppose R E R is a symbol of a type which does not occur in R'. Then the hypotheses imply R is some unary predicate U and there is 0-ary predicate symbol F G R and a predicate or operation symbol R0 G R of a type morm-rü,m>l which also occurs in R'. If R0 is a predicate symbol, let "Z?0, F codes a unary predicate" be
If R0 is an operation symbol, let "R0,P codes a unary predicate" be (Vxx • • • xm) (Rxx "' xm = xx V Rxx -xm = a). The idea is that x G U is determined by R0 fotxi-a and by F for x = a. Then T\ { U} SS4 F| {R0,P} ("Z?0, P codes a unary predicate"). Proof. On a set with exactly one element, an operation symbol has exactly one possible interpretation and a predicate symbol exactly two. Thus all operation symbols are definable and eliminable and all predicate symbols can be replaced by 0-ary predicates. Hence the lemma.
Classification theorem.
Theorem 15 (Classification theorem)
The following properties and functions are a complete set of invariants for countable languages under cylindric isomorphisms.
(1) The reduced type sequence. Proof.
The four properties have been shown to be invariants. Suppose T and T' are the theories of two languages L and Z,' with symbols R and R' which are the same with respect to the invariants. We must show that T and T' are cylindrically isomorphic.
Since L and L' have the same reduced type sequence, they have the same unboundedness. If the unboundedness is undefined, R and R' are finite and so the reduced type sequence is the full type sequence and hence T = T'. Suppose the unboundedness is defined. Let R0 and R'0 he the set of symbols of R and R' respectively whose type is less than or equal to the unboundedness. Then R R 0 and R' ~ R'0 are finite and have the same type sequence. Hence T\ (R ~ R0) = T\(R' ~ R'0). Thus to show T = T' it suffices to show T\R'0 as T'\R'0. Consequently, we may henceforth assume R and R' have no symbols of type greater than the unboundedness. If the unboundedness is 0, the reduced type sequence is the full sequence and hence T as T'. If the unboundedness is Vi, the reduced type sequence and the number of predicate symbols determine the full type sequence and hence T as T'. Henceforth, assume the unboundedness of R and R' is > 1.
Suppose R and R' have constants a and a' respectively Let R0 and R'0 he R and R' respectively minus all constants except a and a'. By Lemma 11, T= T\R0 and T' = T'\R'0. Hence to show 7/s T', it suffices to show T\ R0 = T'\R'0. Henceforth assume R and R' have no constants or exactly one constant each, a and a' respectively. Suppose the unboundedness is co. Then, in the case of no constants, F(3 > 2) = Th(R) (3 > 2) =, by Lemma 9 or 10, F«(R U R') (3 > 2) = Th(R') { 3 > 2) = F'(3 > 2). The case with a unique constant is handled similarly as in the previous paragraph.
Suppose the unboundedness is 1 i£ and there are no constants. If the number of unary predicates in R and/or R' is finite, then the reduced type sequence, the number of predicate symbols, and the number of unary predicate symbols determine the full type sequence and hence F(3 >2) = 7'(]> 2). If there are infinitely many unary predicates, let R0 and R'0 be the set of unary operation symbols of R and R' respectively. Then F(3 > 2)1 R0 a F'(3 > 2)1 R'0 is clear and F(3 > 2)1 (R ~ R0) a F'(3 > 2)|(R' ~ RÓ) Mows from Lemma 9. Hence F(3>2)=F'(3 >2).
Suppose the unboundedness is 1 ^h and there are unique constants a and a . Let U be a countably infinite set of propositional letters disjoint from R and R'. Then F(3 > 2) = F«(R) (3 > 2) a, by Lemma 12, Th(R U U) (3 > 2) ~, by Lemma 13, Th(R' U Ü) (3 > 2) s Th(R') (3 > 2) = F(3 > 2).
Hence F a T'.
Whüe we have considered only countable languages, the generalization of the Classification theorem to languages of arbitrary cardinality is not too difficult.
The corresponding classification problem for the Boolean algebras of sentences of countable languages has been solved by Hanf and his student, Simons. In this case all languages of infinite similarity type have isomorphic Boolean algebras. So do aU languages of finite similarity type with at least one symbol of type > 2 or at least two symbols of type Vh. So do aU languages of finite simüarity type with no symbols of type > 2 and exactly one of type VA. The remaining cases are all nonisomorphic.
